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From The Editor

“Storytelling”
I don’t remember my parents

reading to me at bedtime when I was
small-probably because, as an only
child during World War II, I picked
up reading very young. What I do
remember, vividly, is what my father
and I called a gabfest.

Dad would sit by my bed and reminisce about
experiences in his own young life. Born in 1908 in
southern California, he grew up in a succession of
small towns around the Los Angeles Basin. He and
his brothers and sister-all “good kids”-lived in a
world incredibly different from mine only thirty-two
years later; but I knew them, and I could imagine
them as they went to school, lived on a farm in the
San Fernando Valley (briefly: my grandfather was a
genius at building and repairing telephone
switchboards, but he was no farmer), visited aunts
and uncles, camped at Yosemite, drove out to explore
the Mojave desert.

Whether consciously or not, my educator father
was teaching me as he shared his earlier experiences.
Much of it was family history, of course: the lives of
my grandfather and his siblings, my father and his,
and their understanding of where their parents had
come from. But a lot of it was community history
too. My images  of southern California-a much
maligned part of the West-have been shaped far more
by dad’s verbal snapshots of life there
in the ‘20s and

‘30s  than by any popular or scholarly writing. He
never made life look better than it had been for his
family, nor did he romanticize the real poverty that
split up the youngsters for a time. It was a part of
who they were, and thus of why they were the way
they were.

This was storytelling of a very special sort one
person’s personal experiences handed on to another.
It may have set me on the path a profession of finding
and validating and sharing such stories, which is what
history really is.

As this issue demonstrates, though, other kinds of
stories than narratives like my dad’s or their written-
down equivalent can be found and studied and
confirmed and shared. A building may be a story in
itself, as Boise’s landmark railroad depot is: a story
not only of civic pride and effort but of civic
disappointment when rail service was terminated and
the future of the depot itself seemed bleak or confused.
A place may contain a story, as Hungery Creek does,
a story recorded not only in journals from the Lewis
and Clark expedition but also from the trail tread in
the area and the constraints of the surrounding terrain.
And a report-which is actually, in this case, an effort
to convince East Coast businessmen to fund irrigation
works in Idaho Territory-tells a story of far more than
just the agricultural allure of the Payette Valley.

The maps that accompany Steve Russell’s story
of Hungery Creek are storytellers too, in detail far
more minute than the minutes of a Chamber of
Commerce meeting. And the maps that accompany
both the article on the railroad and the Payette Valley
report-actually parts of the same huge map-are
storytellers too. Photographs of Boise’s various
depots-and especially of the mainline celebration in
April of 1925-are  explanation and confirming
evidence of the capital city’s excitement.

Sharing stories (and sharing the evidence behind
the stories, whether in footnotes or in sections like
Steve Russell’s explanation of how he does on-the-
ground research), is what this journal is all about.
My dad read it with great pleasure, enjoying other
people’ stories as much as I enjoyed his. We hope
our readers do the same
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Figure 4.
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Figure 6.  Detailed topographic map of the trail location through Fish Creek Meadows.
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Figure 7.
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